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A BIWEEKLY FOR MATURE LIVING

But Say...
What does it mean ?
MaineSay means we are your
voice - the voice for Maine seniors.
It means that more than ever we will
keep abreast of all there is to say
about mature living in Maine - the
issues, the events, the things to do,
to know, to love, the places to travel to,
the ways to save and use your hard
earned money wisely, the health tips
to keep you fit and feeling good and new ideas you need to make
your life more worthwhile.
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With seven strategically located ocean terminals, handling nearly 350
vessels annually, Sprague is New England’s leading supplier of liquid
and dry bulk terminaling services. Sprague’s facilities serve rail,
barge, ship and truck, so industry from Maine to Rhode Island has
the resources it depends upon.
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Oil • Coal • Petroleum Coke • Wood Chips • Road Salt •
Solar Salt • Fertilizer • Bauxite • Pumice • Gypsum
Rock • Cement Clinker • Aggregate • Asphalt *
Tallow Caustic Soda • Sulphur* Clay. If you
use these or other bulk commodities, call
our sales office at (603) 431-1000.
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EDITOR'S NOTEBOOK

Maine and its
Alumnae Look
at the Status of
Women at UM
The timing couldn’t have been better.
Here we are doing an article on married
alumnae and careers, when I get word
that four highly successful, married
alumnae are on campus to talk to the
community about whether or not UM
has kept pace with the rest of the country
regarding the status of women. I grabbed
my notebook and ran off to Little Hall
where the discussion was to take place.
The event, titled “Alumnae Speak Out
on the Status of Women at Maine:
1968-1988” was co-sponsored by the
Alumni Association and the President’s
Task Force on the Status of Women.
The four women speakers, Trish Riley
73, Nancy Churchill Bobrow 71, Sandra
Bartolini Lawrence 71 (profiled in this
issue), and JoAnne Unnold Wells 71
were all impressive people—intelligent,
accomplished, confident, and concerned.
They all loved the University of Maine
and left here confident that they would
succeed. They did. Wells went on for a
master’s degree at Smith. Riley became
an associate deputy commissioner for
health in Maine. Bobrow became the
first woman engineer for the New England
Telephone in Vermont. And Lawrence
climbed the corporate ladder at Gillette
and became that company’s first woman
vice-president.
My hunch about attending the discus
sion was a good one. These women had a
lot to say about careers, marriage, and
children. But it was their comments about
the status of women at Maine, both when
they were students and now, that sparked
my interest. They had left Maine thinking
that opportunities and choices for women
were on the upswing. They returned
15-plus years later feeling that time had
stood still.
“I was alarmed about women’s role at
UM,” Trish Riley said. “I just couldn’t
believe it when I saw the statistics of how
few women teachers and administrators
were here, and also how women’s choices
were still being cut off. Things today
don’t look that different than when I was
in school.”
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Trish Riley 73, Nancy Churchill Bobrow 71, Sandra Bartolini Lawrence 71, and Joanne
Unnold Wells 71 returned to campus this winter to discuss the status of women at UM.

“If things aren’t fair, let’s do something about it.”
When Riley was in school in the late
60’s and early 70’s, she was a leader. In
addition to serving as student government
president, she served on UM’s first task
force on the status of women in 1972.
“It is surprising to find the same issues
still being debated,” Riley said. “It’s as if
time stood still at the university. In the
outside world things are better.”
The other alumnae all had a similar
assessment.
“I’m astounded to think that women
here today feel they are being held back,”
said JoAnne Wells. “If things aren’t fair,
let’s do something about it.”
One of the women trying to “do
something about it” is the chairperson of
the President’s Task Force on the Status
of Women, Sharon Jackiw. After the
alumnae seminar, I visited Jackiw to try
to get an understanding of the depth of
the problem.
She told me that the task force was
concerned with several major areas,
including employment, academic pro
grams, and female student needs.
On the employment side, the statistics
are dismal. Only seven of UM’s 158
tenured faculty members are female (the
numbers are a bit better for nontenured
assistant and associate professors). In
administration, the statistics are even less
encouraging. Maine has no women vicepresidents, deans, or department heads
and less than 15% of the executive and
management jobs on campus are filled
by women.
Some major pay discrepancies also exist.

The national statistics indicate that women
in universities earn about 3% to 4% less
than their male counterparts. At Maine
the discrepancy is close to 10%. And the
task force’s studies show that while
UMaine’s men are making about the
same as men in similar jobs at other
colleges, UMaine’s women workers are
making about 5% less than women at
universities elsewhere.
“In general, academia is behind the
private sector in terms of hiring and
advancing women,” Jackiw said. “The
corporate world has taken the lead in
addressing the needs and recognizing
the value of women. But whether it is
day care or a host of other factors,
universities, and particularly the Uni
versity of Maine is not paying attention
to the needs of women.”
Jackiw thinks a big part of the problem
is that academia is dominated by tradi
tional thinking and male dominated
values.
Another problem, Jackiw said, is that
universities generally don’t like to take
big risks. When they are looking to fill
positions at the level of vice-president,
they would only consider someone who
was already coming from a high position.
That excludes a great many women from
consideration. Secondly women who are
in relatively high academic positions are
generally in areas such as nursing, English,
or the arts—areas that are not valued as
highly as research and science at Maine.
“And right now, with no women
department heads or deans, the university

University of Maine Summer Sports Clinics
for Boys and Girls, age 7 to grade 12
is not doing anything to put women in
the pipeline for advancement to higher
jobs,” Jackiw said.
The lack of women professors and
administrators carries over to the needs
of female students. In many areas there
is a large percentage of women students
and no women professors. One student
that Jackiw knows is about to graduate
having never taken a course in her major
faught by a woman.
There dre some encouraging statistics.
Female students are entering academic
areas that were once dominated by men.
Both the math department and the
business school are now about 50%
women, and this year’s top five math
students were all women.
One of the most difficult areas that the
task force is addressing is that of attitudes
and social behavior on campus. Jackiw
says there is a long list of concerns under
this category: date-rape, sexist language
in the classroom, a change in behavior
patterns among fraternities, the lack of
recognition of women’s studies in the
curriculum, and a widespread suspicion
of feminism.
“Women who identify with feminism
are not held in high regard,” Jackiw
said. “Feminism is something of a dirty
word with a lot of people on campus.”
Unlike the period of the early 70’s,
J acki w says today’s you ng female students
do not want to step out —they don’t want
to be associated with feminism. Her
observation was supported by the fact
that only a handful of young women
students were in attendance at the Little
Hall discussion.
She thinks part of the problem is that
female students today do not have the
mechanisms for peer support that they
used to.
“If you listened to the four alumnae
from the 70’s, they all emphasized how
much support they had from their peers,”
Jackiw said. “They had a feeling they
could change things in their lives, and
that comes when you feel there is support
behind you.
“In those days there were more oppor
tunities for women to be together. Women
had their own secure dorms, and there
were more residential students. We had
women’s residential halls. Right now there
is no real place on campus that is con
ducive to women getting together.”
The task force will submit its report
and recommendations to President Lick
in June. There is little question that the
primary recommendation will be for the
university to start filling faculty and
administration positions with women.
“When more women are on the faculty
and in positions of campus leadership,”
Jackiw said, “the status of women at
UMaine will begin to change.”
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When it Comes to Charter Service

John T. Cyr & Sons Inc.
School Outings
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Private Parties
Scout Trips
Clubs
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UM Seniors
are Meeting
the Challenge
Senior Challenge is now
called the Challenge of Se
nior Giving. Student coor
dinator, Elizabeth Gordon
’88, says the new name is more
descriptive of the program’s
purposes and conveys a mes
sage of giving and caring for
the university.
Seventy-five student leaders
met at President Lick’s house
February 16 for a kick-off
reception with the president
and faculty members. The
Challenge of Senior Giving
has raised over $40,000 for the
Annual Fund so far as it nears
its goal of 400 pledges. In
previous years seniors had just
one low level of giving, but
this year levels of giving are
grouped in clubs ranging from
$150-51000.
“We wanted to give stu
dents the chance and choice
to give more,” says Gordon.
And many have chosen to give
more. According to Gordon
the Challenge of Senior Giv
ing has received some $1000
pledges.

Out, by University of Maine
professor Robert Bayer, and
his wife Juanita ’83.
Geared toward young adult
readers, the book developed
out of a family car trip during
which the Bayers and their
three children were passing
the time recounting the most
common questions asked
about lobsters.
Soon thereafter, the Bayers
wrote down these questions
which eventually became a first
page mini-quiz in their book.
Robert Bayer conducts re
search on lobsters at UM’s
animal and veterinary science
department. Juanita Bayer is
a resource room teacher at
Capri Street School in Brewer.
The book contains intrigu
ing illustrations and is a handy
guide for informing children
and adults about Maine’s most
popular crustacean. It is avail
able in many book stores
around Maine or through the
UM sea grant communications
office.

Change the
Stein Song?

His idea drew angry protests
from many quarters, but UM
president Dale Lick agreed
to form a committee to study
the proposal.

Just as the UDiversity of Maine
was ready to pay tribute to
Rudy Vallee, a controversial
proposal was made by UM
professor George Markowsky
to take the drinking references
out of the classic Stem Song.
Rather than “Raise the Stems
to dear old Maine!”, Markow
sky proposed “Raise a song.”
And in place of “Stand and
Drink a toast,” he would rather
see “Stand and sing an ode.”
In making his proposal,
Markowsky said that the uni
versity should not promote
drinking in its school song.

UMAA Aids
Sociology
Students

*

Al UM AA grant enabled four
students in the applied soci
ology program in the Depart
ment of Sociology and Social
Work to attend two national
meetings in Lexington, K.Y
last November.

Rudy Vallee
Remembered
at Maine
.A.pril 23 was Rudy Vallee

How do you
Tell a Girl
Lobster from a
Boy Lobster?

I low do you tell a girl lobster from a boy lobster? What
do baby lobsters look like? Are
all lobsters red? What do lob
sters eat?
You’ll find out the answers
to all these questions and more,
in a new book, Lobsters Inside

Day at the University of
Maine. Vallee, who attended
Maine in 1921 before finishing
college at Yale, made the
Maine Stein Song a worldwide
hit in the 1930’s. The 23rd
capped a week of commem
oration in which a series of
Vallee’s films, from The Vaga
bond Lover (1929) to How to
Succeed in Business Without
Really Trying (1967) were
shown on campus. Activities
for the day included a series
of lectures, a presentation by
Vallee’s colleague Frank Bre
see, and a short concert of
Vallee’s music by the 20th
Century Music Ensemble. As
you might expect, the program
ended with a rousing version
of the Stein Song.

Show business great and former UM student, Rudy Vallee.
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Dianne White, Donald
Landa, Jodie Stevens, and
Mary Zajechowski, all plan
ning to graduate this year,
presented papers at seminars
of the Association for Human
ist Sociology and the Society
for Applied Sociology meet
ings. With their advisor, as
sociate professor Kathryn P.
Grzelkowski, White organized
the session
7 for the Humanist
Sociology meeting entitled,
“So, You Want to be a Soci
ologist?”.
“We met for eight or so
Friday afternoons to organize
this one,” said professor
Grzelkowski, who introduced
and facilitated the session
where each of the Maine stu
dents presented a paper which
was then discussed.
Professor Grzelkowski or
ganized and presided over a
session for the Society for
Applied Sociology entitled,
“Student Perspectives on
Careers in Applied Sociology,”
in which the Maine students
participated. A coordinator of
a developing program in ap
plied sociology within the
sociology and social work de
partment, Grzelkowski wants
the new program to give stu
dents the additional training
and skills that they need to
practice sociology in non
academic sectors.

President for
a Day

It all started when a friend
asked Lisa Smith to enter a
raffle to benefit the United
Way.
Little did she know she was
buying a round-trip ticket to
the University of Maine’s
President’s Office—and a place
in history.
As a result of holding a
winning raffle ticket, the 22year-old senior from Saco ex
changed places for a day,
March 25, with President Dale
Lick, becoming the first female
president in the history of the
institution.
The President-for-a-Day
Raffle, sponsored by Sigma Nu
fraternity, raised $700 for the

Distinguished Visitors
Among the many visitors who enhanced life at the University of Maine this past winter and spring
were Dr. Billy Taylor (left), the jazz historian and master pianist who performed at the Maine Center
for the Arts; David Halberstram, Pulitzer Prize winning author, who talked about Japan’s emergence
as an economic power; and poet Allen Ginsberg, who spent three days on campus, visiting classes and
giving readings of his works.

United Way. Students paid $1
a ticket for a chance to become
the top administrator.
Smith’s day as president
began with breakfast at the
President’s House and, from
there, it was off to the presi
dent’s office. Lick, in turn,
attended some of Smith’s
classes and was invited to join
her roommate for a tuna fish
sandwich lunch.

The
Refrigerator
of the Future

M ore than 100 million resi
dential size refrigerators are
in use across the country,
burning more than 1,000 kilo
watt hours of energy every year
and using tons of ozone-de
pleting agents. However, a
Farmington man, James LaBrecque, has come up with
an alternative to those ener
gy-guzzling, environmentally
threatening models. And his

idea is being put to the test at
the University of Maine.
According to Richard Hill,
UM professor of mechanical
engineering and director of
the department of industrial
cooperation, LaBrecque has
pioneered development of
thermodynamic cycles that
represent the equivalent of five
large electric generating plants
in energy savings.
LaBrecque named Hill co
inventor of the design and
plans to assign the resulting
patent to the university. The
concept will be tested at UM’s
Crosby Laboratory.
In addition to the energy
and environmental impact, the
new design will enhance food
preservation by eliminating
the dehydration and frost ac
cumulation of current models.
Don’t expect the LaBrecque/Hill refrigerators to
be in stores any time soon.
According to the inventor, the
biggest obstacle has nothing
to do with technology, but
with the vested interest in the
old models and the changes
that would be required in
production. But he thinks his
idea might get a boost from
new federal laws mandating

that refrigeration efficiency be
increased.

Shore Houses
May be in
J eopardy

I

Iomes built along the bluffs
and cliffs of the coastline could
be in danger in the next twenty
years according to geologist
and UMaine graduate student
Bradley W.B. Hay. Hay re
cently spoke at the 23rd annual
meeting of the Geological
Society of America in Port
land, ME.
Hay wants the government
to emphasize the dangers of
coastal erosion along the bluffs
and cliffs of Maine. He said
rising sea levels put many farms
and homes in jeopardy and
can lead to “catastrophic
events” namely the washing
out to sea of houses.
Many geologists believe that
the “greenhouse effect” will
increase in the future causing
sea levels to rise three feet in
the next 100 years.
SPRING, 1988 7
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UM-USSR
Students
Change
P laces
Pairing project will
foster friendship as
well as education.
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by Charles Horne
Tan,a Stute hopes to trace her Russian

roots. Anne Levesque wants to see the
land that the czars once ruled. Ron
Huston wants to continue the legacy of
his travelling amateur archaeologist grand
father. Stacy Proudman hopes to see exotic
Soviet wildlife. These UM undergraduates
plus 8 other University of Maine System
students, also want to learn all they can
about the Soviet Union and contribute
whatever they can to world understanding
and world peace.
They will get their chance at world
diplomacy this spring in an unprecedented
cultural exchange with 12 Soviet students.
In April, a delegation from the USSR’s
Kharkov State University will visit both
the University of Maine and University
of Southern Maine campuses as part of a
US tour. One month later, the UM System
student delegation (including six under
graduates each from UM and USM) will
spend two weeks in the Soviet Union
visiting Kharkov State University as well
as the cities of Kharkov, Leningrad, and
Moscow.
“This exchange is a direct result of last
year’s Reagan-Gorbachev summit,” says
Virginia Wallace-Whitaker, a UM jour
nalism professor and coordinator of UM’s
participation in this US-Soviet cultural
exchange. “When I visited the Soviet
Union in 1985, officials were neither open
nor friendly, though the people were.
We did not get any positive response to a
cultural exchange idea until Gorbachev’s
influence began to be felt. We did not
get a confirmation on the exchange until
Gorbachev and Reagan signed the
weapons reduction treaty last year.”
8 MAINE

Twelve UMaine System students will spend two weeks in the Soviet Union visiting
Kharkov State University, Leningrad and Moscow. Pictured here are Stacy Proudman,
Dan St. Pierre (standing), Terry Moore, Professor Wallace-Whitaker, Huston and Stute
(standing).

“This exchange is a direct result of
last year’s Reagan-Gorbachev summit.”
The University of Maine and Univer
sity of Southern Maine join Harvard,
Stanford, Williams, and Lafayette as the
first American schools to conduct the
student exchanges with Soviet counter
parts. The program will entail “sister
universities” exchanging two week visits
each year for the next three years. The
program is administered nationally by
the Citizen Exchange Council.
According to Whitaker, 87 UM stu
dents applied for the two week Soviet
trip. “It was difficult because there were
so many deserving applicants,” she notes.
In addition to Stute, Levesque, Huston,
and Proudman, Terry Moore and Sean
Keenan, two senior international affairs
majors, were selected as well as retiring
State Representative John Diamond ’77,
a graduate student in speech communi
cation.
“My great grandmother left Russia
during the 1917 Revolution,” says Tama
Stute, a junior biochemistry major from
Los Angeles, California. “In China, she
met my great grandfather who was in
the White Russian army and literally

had to run for his life.”
Stute’s great grandmother, now in her
late eighties, has given her great grand
daughter a historical perspective on Russia
that she can now compare with the new
Soviet state. “I try not to have expectations
because I do not know what it is like
over there,” she says. As a teacher of sign
language, Stute intends to observe sign
language, Russian style, during the two
week tour.
Still another family legacy gives the
Soviet tour extra meaning for Ron Huston,
a senior mechanical engineering major
from Lisbon Falls. Though Huston’s
grandfather was not of Russian extraction,
he travelled extensively, and gave slide
presentations. “He was an amateur ar
chaeologist who wanted to see places
like Russia,” Huston notes. “He had to
try several times before he was allowed
to visit the Soviet Union, and he was
stricken with cancer shortly after going
there.”
Huston cherishes a kopec his grand
father gave him from that Soviet trip,
and feels a strong desire to “finish” the

examination of Russia that his grandfather
“started.”“I’ve heard conflicting accounts
of the people, the food, and how they
live,” Huston notes. “Now I can see for
myself and hopefully observe how they
educate engineers and maybe see some
hydro projects.”
Anne Levesque’s interest in the Soviet
exchange trip is tied more to history
than to legacy. “Studying the czars and
reading books like ‘The False Dimitri’
has really raised my curiosity about
Russian history,” says the senior political
science major from Auburn.
Levesque hopes to be able to wander
around and see places like the Hermitage
Art Museum in Leningrad, but above
all, “to get the feel of the Soviet Union’s
history and its people.”
Stacy Proudman credits travelling as a
child and an inquisitive nature with
making her an eager participant in the
US-Soviet exchange program. The fresh
man wildlife student from Essex Junction,
Vermont has also lived in Massachusetts,
Maryland, and Wisconsin and has not
really minded moving around.
“My mother, especially, has instilled
in me a love of travelling and seeing new
places,” Proudman says. “The Soviet
Union, to me, has a mystique and is most
intriguing.” Though she intends to do a
lot of “people watching” in the Soviet
Union, she also hopes to see some of the
different wildlife in that part of the world.
Whitaker credits the high caliber of
the students, and strong support from
UM System Chancellor Robert Wood
bury, with UM and USM’s selection to
be among the first schools in the USSoviet exchange program. “Those factors
helped with my formal written proposal,
as did the strong student leadership and
support of the International Affairs Club.”
She cited examples set by such students
as Terry Moore (I.A. Club President
and a US-Soviet exchange delegate), Dan
St. Pierre (Student coordinator for the
exchange program at UM), and Peter
Buotte (US-Soviet exchange alternate).
The US-Soviet student exchange pro
gram is generating activity at UM, stretch
ing beyond the May Soviet tour. Accord
ing to Whitaker, the exchange program
will cost $71,000 for three years, and the
funds are being sought from alumni,
foundations, program boosters, and stu
dent activities. In addition, UM partici
pants have been preparing for the Kharkov
State University student visit to UM and
USM in April.
“The Soviet students will be enter
tained, as well as taken on tours of com
munities and businesses,” says Whitaker.
“They will also attend classes at UM and
even help us clean up the campus on
Maine Day!”

jasmine's
restaurant

A Unique Italian Restaurant
Vealoo Chicken oo Seafood oo Pasta
catering and take-out available

Hours

Brunch
Sat. 9-12noon
Sun 9-3pm

Lunches
Dinners
Tue-Fri 10-4pm Tue-Sat. 5-9pm
Sat 12-4pm

Closed Sunday Night and All Day Monday

28 Mill St., Orono

(207) 866-4200
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Dr. Roberta Berrien

UM Starts P lanning Against

AIDS
A s of this spring, there were no reported
cases of AIDS at the University of Maine.
But, according to Ruth Lockhart, UM
Health Educator and Dr. Roberta Ber
rien, director of the campus’ Cutler
Health Center, statistics indicate that
the virus is almost certainly on campus,
and both women want students to start
taking the threat of AIDS seriously.
“My goals as the only Sexuality/AIDS
educator at a college in Maine have been
to educate the faculty and employees
first,” says Lockhart. “Then it’s been to
get into the classes and integrate AIDS
education into every discipline, because
that’s where it belongs, and finally to get
peer education established because that’s
what we know to be the most effective
approach to educating this age group.
My overriding goal throughout this year
has been to get people to talk about it.”
“The AIDS program on campus is
being handled using a serious, appropriate
educational approach,” states Berrien.
“The impetus for the program is coming
from Cutler Health Center. We know
we can’t raise the consciousness of 11,000
students overnight. We want to instill
concern, not panic. By addressing the
professional employees on campus, the
information trickles down to the students.
Their questions then trickle up so the
program can be tailored more effectively.”
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A task force on AIDS was formed last
fall representing all facets of the campus.
This is a first for a health problem on
campus. The committee meets regularly
to develop policy in dealing with AIDS,
and one of the most immediate efforts
according to Lockhart is to try to “nor
malize” it.
“Talking about the AIDS virus means
also talking about our population’s sexual
behaviors,” she says. “If we can encourage
people to talk and plan, to make the
appropriate choices in their sexual be
haviors—including abstinence—then the
chances of the sexual encounter being
safe, and avoiding unwanted pregnancies,
will be that much greater.”
Lockhart makes many presentations
on campus, so many that her calendar is
usually booked six weeks in advance.
“When I talk to a group that might
number 60 or 80 —or even the 250 I
teach in the Human Sexuality course— I
don’t try to change them all. I just go in
with the attitude that I’m trying to change
one or two. It works.”
The Cutler Health Center’s program
includes advocating abstinence as a viable
option for many students. If students do
choose to remain sexually active, the
center strongly suggests the use of con
doms. Lockhart also makes the point
that spermicides (contraceptive foams,

jellies or creams) containing nonoxynyl-9
kill many sexually transmitted diseases,
including gonorrhea, the herpes virus,
and the AIDS virus.
The dangers of having multiple sex
partners in a college community are also
highlighted in the AIDS education pro
cess.
“A campus population is different,”
says Berrien. “Students are a group of
people at risk. Our boundaries are more
permeable than other communities; we
have students from other states, other
continents, and we send students off to
exotic places to study or visit. The campus
rate might be more vulnerable than that
for Maine in general.”
Medical statistics show that a rural
state such as Maine has two AIDS cases
for every 1,000 inhabitants. But with a
large number of out-of-state students
coming from areas generally more urban
than Maine, that statistic would likely
be higher at the university.
“One of the biggest obstacles in trying
to educate students,” says Lockhart, “is
the feeling of invulnerability that is part
of that age group. The thinking goes
that ‘AIDS will never be my problem,’ ”
she says. “Students tend to believe that it
can’t happen to them. A good part of the
community is pretending that it is not
happening.”
Lockhart’s assessment is supported by
many students on campus.
“People just don’t think it’s a problem
here,” said a nontraditional student who
is concerned about the problem and in
fact, chose to be tested for the disease. “I
don’t see any change in behavior, and
most students have the attitude
that it
J
couldn’t happen to them.”
Sophomore Heidi Webster agrees. “It’s
not really a strong concern among my
friends,” she said. “No more so than
other health problems. Most people think
that AIDS is only a problem in the big
cities or among homosexuals. They don’t
think of themselves as being at risk.”
Both Berrien and Lockhart hope to
change that pervasive attitude among
the UM student body. “Students are a
group at risk and it’s important to educate
them,” Berrien says. “It’s a time in a
person’s life when experimenting exists,
informed choices are needed more than
ever. Despite all the research and attempts
to treat the virus, the best effort is
education. And where better to do that
than at an educational institution.”
Prevention is the single choice in the
fight against AIDS. As opposed to other
sexually transmitted diseases there is no
second chance with a disease that has no
cure. “We’re lucky because we have some
time to work here on this campus,” says
Dr. Berrien. “We can plan because we’re
not in a crisis.”
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Sports nutritionists are
helping Maine athletes
enhance performance.
Ay Patte Eaton
The winning edge for an athlete can

depend on more than talent or the rigors
of daily practices. It is now clear that an
athlete’s success can also be aided by the
right diet. And athletic trainers and
dieticians at the University of Maine are
working together to plan diets that can
enhance student athletic performances.
One advocate of the new sports nutri
tion concept is assistant athletic director,
Dick Young. He has been working with
Dr. Bob Lehnhard from the physical
education department, and a new com
puter program, to help the ice hockey
team plan meals.
“We started analyzing away trip meals
and found out that the team was eating
good food but not enough,” says Young.
Sometimes it is hard for Young to convince
the athletes just how many calories they
really need.
According to Lehnhard a hockey player
burns about 4,000 calories a day from
the time he gets out of bed, plays a game
and returns to bed at about 10:30 at
night. During away trips a hockey player
needs to take in at least 4-5,000 calories a
day. When Young analyzed some of the
players’ diets he discovered that they were
taking in only about 2,000 calories each.
“The hotels served nutritious meals,”
he said, “but the players were not getting
enough to eat.”
The team started using the program
last year, but put a bigger emphasis on it
this year.
It works by putting in the computer a
person’s diet on a daily, weekly, or monthly
basis. Food is entered according to type
and quantity. The computer breaks it
into the various food groups: carbohy
drates, fats, proteins, vitamins and min
erals. It then compares the data to stan
dards recommended for a person of similar
weight, height and build. It tells Young

Dietician Ann Marie Davee advises football coach Tim Murphy and two of his players,
Peter Regulski and Jamal Williamson.
t

what types of food and how much of it
the players need to eat.
The trend in sports nutrition is to
switch from quick pick-me-ups to long
term conditioning. Athletes are staying
away from concentrated sugars right before
games and including more complex
carbohydrates like pasta and potatoes in
their regular meals.
“What they eat two days before the
game is very important,” says Lehnhard.
“They have to start conditioning. A candy
bar before the game isn’t going to do
much. It may even hurt. That is the old
way of thinking.’
Also in the category of the “old way of
thinking” is the idea that athletes should
go out and eat a steak dinner the day of a
game. Protein is part of the overall diet
plan, but it takes protein a long time to
break down into usable energy and it is
not a helpful food before a sports event.
Carbohydrates, which break down into
glucose quickly, are now the food of
champions.
And not as much emphasis is placed
on food supplements these days.
“Most nutritionists believe that people
can get all the vitamins and minerals
they need from eating a balanced diet,”
says Ann-Marie Davee ’77. Davee is a
practicing dietician who has been advising
members of the field hockey, swimming,
wrestling, baseball, football, and cross
country teams for two years. She is a
competitive athlete and ran in the 1984

Olympic trials for the women’s marathon.
She will get her master’s degree from
Maine in May.
“Athletes are sometimes looking for a
quick answer to improve performance,
and they have lived with some myths,”
says Davee.
Athletes used to believe that eating a
candy bar right before an event would
give them quick energy. Trainers and
dieticians now know that concentrated
sugars cause a quick high sugar level and
then a quick low sugar level which may
promote cramps.
The quick-energy-from-candy-bars
myth isn’t the only one sports nutritionists
are breaking. Coaches used to think too
much water would cause cramps in an
athlete. In fact the opposite is true—the
lack of water causes cramps. Coaches
also thought that milk caused breathing
problems and cramps, but lowfat and
skim milk can be good for an athlete.
Davee always stresses to the athletes
she advises that nutrition is just one
component of a successful athlete.
“The athlete must have motivation,
adequate training and developed skills.
Nutrition only enhances a performance,”
says Davee.
“There’s not much magic to it,” says
Dr. Lehnhard. “All we do is assess and
point people in the right direction. The
eating plan is good for anyone. Athletes
just have to eat more of it—just what
your mother told you all along.”
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Meet Charles A. Shepard 82
>

New Carnegie Director Sets High
Standards for UM Art Museum
By Shirley Jacks
12/veryone wants to know how I’m
going to get people to come to Orono to
look at art,” says Charles A. Shepard III,
B.A. ’82, the new director (he started
last fall) of the Carnegie Gallery at the
University of Maine.
“That’s easy. People will come to Orono
when there’s something to see and do.”
What Orono will have to do to provoke
a more serious interest by the art-viewing
public, says Shepard, “will be to change
what has been a sleepy exhibition schedule
and sleepy public relations.”
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As for the exhibition schedule he is
compiling, Shepard says, “I go to New
York once a month for a few days, and
from those visits I build my nucleus of
ideas for this year, next year, maybe five
’ years from now.
“Whether an artist lives inside or outside
Maine will not be an issue to me. National
calibre will be the issue. We will not step
below that.”
Shepard, a 37-year-old with royal blue
eyes, moves and talks rapidly, as if making
up for lost time. He entered college only

ten years ago, completing his M.A. in
1984.
“I don’t know how we fit into the
state’s plans,” Shepard says, “but there is
a thought in the back of my mind that if
we are the University of Maine, and we
are a repository of fine arts and cultural
materials for the citizens of Maine, we
are, in a sense, stepping into the role of
being a fine arts museum for the state,
whether that is officially recognized or
not.
“I would like to think that somebody

is addressing the needs of the people of
the state in a unified fashion in the visual
arts and I’m not sure anyone is doing
that. If the Portland Museum stepped
forward and took on that role, I would
be content. I’m concerned that no one
has.”
The key at Orono, says Shepard, “is
not to go the route of flash, nor the route
of drama, but to run a very credible,
fiscally responsible institution for the state
of
/ Maine that has a focus and maintains
the integrity of that focus.
“Sometimes art is a little bit like a hit
record. Once you’ve played it you’re
looking for the new release. I don’t want
the museum to be a player in that game.”
Shepard came to Orono last October
to effect a complete turnaround of the
museum. He has developed a 10-year
agenda that predicts a four-year fundraising effort will get underway next year,
followed by the selection of an architect
for renovation or new construction, a
closing of the galleries during the fifth
year for “tearing apart and putting back
together,” and the opening of what he
calls “a whole new enterprise” in the
sixth year.
“In the years six to ten the growing
will be most obvious,” Shepard says. “We
won’t make our best and biggest splash
until the building is complete.”
Shepard is not dreaming of a new
museum building. Rather he wants to
renovate the Carnegie building and add
new space with 24-foot high ceilings to
accommodate large paintings.
“I was looking for a university art
museum that wanted to do something
rather ambitious— I like turnaround jobs
better than any other kind.
“The kinds of things that will happen
here will be as challenging as anything
that happens in Los Angeles or San
Francisco or Boston or New York. The
people of Maine don’t need anything
watered down. That would be insulting.”
Shepard is neither an innocent nor
new to Maine. He is a native who grew
up in Bath and graduated from the
university he now serves. His parents
still live in Augusta. “When I applied for
the job friends asked me—do you know
where Orono is? Of course I know —
it’s just a 30-minute plane ride from
Portland.”
And he’s not naive about the greater
art world either. He was trained in art
history at Williams College in Massa
chusetts where he learned to borrow
systems and technologies from the business
world under the tutelage of Thomas
Krens, who will become director of the
Guggenheim in New York this summer.
One pleasant surprise for Shepard in
his new job came when he met Robert

our collection he might be of assistance.
The upshot was that he made a promise
to give the University some $600,000
worth of artwork.
“At the same time the 65 or 70 members
of the class of 1938 were brainstorming
about how their class should make a big
splash with a 50th anniversary gift.”
When the news of Carr’s bequest
reached the group, they liked the idea of
support for the art museum and promised
to raise $300,000 for a basic upgrading,
to include computerization, security,
cataloguing and publications.
“It was an overnight miracle,” Shepard
says. “Of course $300,000 can’t give us
a whole new building or a renovation,
but it can give us the viable transition
between what existed when I walked
through the door and what will exist
after the renovation.
The ’38 gift, plus the “can-do” phil
osophy of Shepard should mean exciting
days ahead for the Carnegie and Maine
art lovers.
“Museums have to challenge them
selves, not compromise themselves. I was
trained to make things happen.”

“Sometimes art is a
bit like a hit record.
Once you’ve played
it you’re looking for
a new release. I don’t
want the museum to
be a player in that
game.”

Van Carr, Jr., a retired insurance executive
and member of the class of 1938. “Mr.
Carr had been in Williamstown and had
seen a show of prints I worked on. He
was taken by the whole concept of
collecting contemporary prints. He re
membered we had prints at the university.
He suggested that if there were gaps in

Condensed from a Maine Sunday
Telegram article by Shirley Jacks

From the Greenwich Workshop
"Lumber Docks, Bangor, Maine” by Victor Mays
Image size: 22V2" x 14%"
Edition size. 550 signed & numbered prints Price. $125 ppd
Maine residents add 5% sales tax. Visa, MC accepted.
To order call toll free 1-800-624-6380.
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They didn’t win the national championship, but the Black Bears
had an amazing season and rewrote the UM hockey record book.
±_/xpectations were sky-high. After all
the Maine hockey team had been ranked
number one for eight straight weeks.
There was little question that they were
the most talented team in the country.
They had it all —speed, scoring power,
solid goaltending, seasoned defensemen,
and a world-class coaching staff. You
couldn’t convince a Black Bear fan from
Kittery to Fort Kent that their team
wasn’t going to bring home a national
championship at the NCAA final four in
Lake Placid.
But hockey is a flukey game. Talent
and experience don’t automatically mean
victory. And in Maine’s NCAA semifinal
game against a young, physical Lake
Superior State team, strength won out
over skill. Not that the LSS victory was
any fluke; they proved that by taking
the national championship game against
a tough St. Lawrence team two nights
later.
It took a while for the shock to wear
off, and for folks to realize that maybe
their expectations were a bit lofty. A
solid victory against Minnesota in the
consolation game helped ease the pain,
and gave the Maine team, and the hun
dreds of fans who made the long trip
west, a chance to leave Lake Placid on a
positive note.
As time passes, the 1988 season will be
remembered as nothing short of brilliant.
Maine boasted the best record in college
hockey, took the Hockey East regular
season championship, for the first time
ever made it to the final four, and most
importantly, provided UM fans with the
most thrill-packed season in the program’s
history.
We won’t soon forget the January
victory over Minnesota that catapulted
the Black Bears into the number one
ranking in the country. Or the victory
over Providence that sewed up the Hock
ey East Championship. Or the brilliant
120 minutes of hockey in the NCAA
quarterfinal. In the winter of 1988 the
Alfond Arena became a place where
legends are made, and names like Walsh,
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Gutsy Mike McHugh walked off with Hockey East Player of the Year honors
and the hearts of Maine hockey fans.

Golden, McHugh, Thyer, King, and
Capuano became household words
around the state of Maine.
And although Maine won more indi
vidual honors than you could fit onto
the Alfond ice, there were no big ego’s,
no competition for the next day’s headline
in this group. The 1988 Maine Black
Bears were unselfish —a team not just
with talent, but with character. They
were loaded with stars, but they were
also bound by a strong work ethic and a
sense of common purpose. Yes, the team

fell short on a couple of big games, but
they took their defeats with class. Like
the baseball teams that made it to the
College World Series, the hockey team’s
performance, off the ice as well as on,
brought respect and recognition to the
university and the state of Maine.
A national championshp was not in
the cards in 1988. But the hockey program
has come of age at Maine, and there is
little question that the Black Bears will
get another shot at being number one in
the not too distant future.

1

The Records
In 1988, the Maine Black Bears broke or equalled 36
team or individual records. Here are some of them:
1

.

A

Most wins—34
Most league wins—20
Most home victories—19
Most road victories —19
Most goals—259
Most assists—432
Most points—691
Most powerplay goals —70
Best powerplay percentage—29.4%
Longest winning streak—11
Most assists in a season—51 by David Capuano
Most points in a season —85 by David Capuano
Most career saves by a goalie—2093 by Al Loring
Most wins in a season by a goalie —25 by Scott King
Most season goals by a defenseman —13 by Jack Capuano
Most season points by a defenseman —50 by Jack Capuano
Most goals by a freshman —24 by Mario Thyer
Most points by a freshman —66 by Mario Thyer
»1

Sophomore Scott King was solid as a rock in
goal. In addition to All-Hockey East honors
his teammates voted him Most Valuable Player.

The Awards
Mike McHugh:
Hockey East Player of the Year
Walter Brown Award (best in N.E.)
Second Team All-American
New England MVP

David Capuano:
Hobey Baker Award Finalist
Hockey East Scoring Championship
First Team All-American
NCAA Final Four All-Tournament Team

Jack Capuano:
First Team All-American
First Team All-Hockey East
All-New England

Mike Golden:
Hobey Baker Finalist
Second Team All-American

Scott King:
First Team All-Hockey East
All-New England

Mario Thyer:
Hockey East Freshman of the Year
Top Rookie in New England

f

44 *

Shawn Walsh:
Hockey East Coach of the Year
New England Coach of the Year

. *»•
•»*v ?•'» ‘.I

•
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David Capuano led Hockey East in scoring, and along with
brother Jack, was named as a first team All-American.
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Sandra Bartolini Lawrence ’71

by Jim Frick

right away,
Lawrence
andra
Bartolini
should take a few' courses
Lawrence 71 came
to see if she liked the sub
to the University of
ject matter.
Maine with a vague notion
“That sounded logical to
that she w anted to do some
me,” she says. “So the next
thing in math. But after
term I enrolled in a few
struggling with second year
introductory
business
calculus, she decided she
courses. I loved it. I got A’s
needed a more applied fo
in the courses. It was easy
cus.
for me—it fit me perfectly.
“I mean who cared what
I knew from the start that
the derivative of the tangent
it was exactly what I wanted
of the c rcle was,’' she says.
It was a turning point in
“It definitelv hit home to
me that I did not want to
my life.”
Needless to say, Law
major in math. But I am
rence transferred into the
a person w’ho has always
business school, andherlife
needed to set goals. I started
to think about what kind
from that point on has been
of lifestyle I wanted —w'ho
one of increasing achieve
the people were that I ad
ment and success—from
mired. My father and uncle
being the only woman
were both successful bus
MBA graduate in her class
inessmen. and I remem
at Northeastern, to a highly
bered that the people w ho
In 1968 she was the only woman successful saleswoman for
were successful in business
Xerox, and culminating
in the UM business school.
had the best houses.”
in her recent appointment
Lawrence went over to
as the first female vice presi
In 1988 she became the first
the UM business school to
dent of the Gillette Com
inquire about switching woman vice president at Gillette.
pany in Boston.
majors. She did not exactly
But the roots of Law
find a welcoming commit
rence’s success go back to
tee at the door.
her childhood, where her
One man was willing to talk to me,” she says. “When
parents fostered in her a sense of independence and
I told him I wanted to transfer into the business school.
self-confidence.
He asked me what I w anted to do that for. He said, ‘We
“My parents always stressed independence in their
don t have any women here. Business is not exactly a
children,” she says. “They tried to instill a sense of what
career for a woman.’ ”
was right and wrong, and then they encouraged us to
But she did not get discouraged easily. As her inquiry
use our own judgement. They didn’t put a lot of restrictions
continued, the man suggested that rather than transfer
on what we could do as children. For instance I never had
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a curfew. My parents’ friends thought this was a terrible
idea, and they imposed all kinds of restrictions on their
kids. As a result those kids were always getting in trouble.
We never did. We took responsibility for our own actions.”
That independence was exhibited when, as a recent
graduate of New Jersey’s Morristown High School,
Lawrence chose to attend the University of Maine, even
though she had never visited the campus. In fact, she
had never even been to Maine. But site unseen, in the
fall of 1969, she got on a plane and came to Orono—by
herself.
“I remember taking a taxi from the Bangor Airport to
York Hall,” Lawrence said. “I was scared and when I
first got there, I said to myself, ‘I’ll never make it through
four(years of college.’ But by the second day I didn’t
want to ever leave. I loved it!”
Lawrence did eventually leave, however, a term sooner
than she expected. In January of her senior year, her
father received a letter indicating that she had enough
credits to graduate.
“I told my father that I didn’t want to graduate in
January,” Lawrence said. “My friends were all graduating
in May, and I hadn’t given any thought to what I was
going to do. But my father is a practical man, and he
wasn’t going to pay for a semester of school if it wasn’t
necessary.”

After finishing at Maine Lawrence ended up in Boston,
sharing a room with an old friend. Her first real job was
as a Manpower worker for the State Street Bank for $105
a week. It was here she realized that it was going to take
some extra effort for a woman to make it in the business
world.
“There was a lot of discrimination in the banking
industry at that time,” Lawrence says. “Here you had all
of those educated women doing low paying work, while
all the supervisors were men. Those women never moved
anywhere. They never got into any of the management
training programs.”
But Lawrence’s observations of the real world didn’t
dampen her ambition. She inquired about how she
could get into management and was told that the surest
way was to go out and get an MBA.
So she borowed some money from her father and took
a grueling six courses per term at Northeastern in order
to finish the requirements in a year. When she was
through she had a hard-earned MBA, but no job offers.
“I discovered that most of the big companies only
interviewed at the top ten business schools,” she says.
My resumes all came back rejected.”
But just as she was about to move back with her
parents, Lawrence got a call from a recruiter at Xerox
who wanted to interview her for a financial management
position.
“I told him that I was a marketing person,” she said.
“I said I’m not really interested in finance. He asked if
I’d be interested in sales, and I said yes. I realized later
that the reason my resume caught his eye was that I was
one of the few women MBA graduates at that time and
Xerox was looking hard for women salespeople.”
That didn’t really matter to Lawrence. Typically she
took full advantage of what Xerox could offer and became
a top salesperson. She found the company to be progressive
towards women and says that the training she received
gave her confidence that would help her throughout her
career.

“Xerox is a premier company to work for,” Lawrence
said. “They worked to give women employees confidence.
I don’t mean just taking a course. You go to their university
and they teach you how to sell. You learn the tools, the
most important of which is how to listen effectively.”
Lawrence was a star student, and in her first year with
Xerox she became a top salesperson.
“I did phenomenally well,” she said. “But I was
something of a joke among my MBA friends who looked
down their noses at me because I was in ‘sales’.”
But the joke turned out to be on them. The average
starting salary for those MBA friends in 1973 was about
$14,000. In Lawrence’s first year at Xerox she earned
exactly double that amount—$28,000.
The job did something else for the ambitious Lawrence.
It gave her a chance to make a lot of contacts with many
big companies that were her customers. One of the
companies that she decided she would like to work for
was Gillette.
Gillette just happened to have a job as assistant
production manager open when Lawrence inquired at
the Boston based company. It was a chance to get closer
to the field she really loved, marketing.
Lawrence got the job, and from assistant she moved
up to associate, and then to full-fledged production
manager. Following that was an exciting job for two
years in London as European marketing manager for
toiletries. It was in London that she had her first child.

L

awrence came back to Boston as Gillette’s director

of new ventures for the U.S., Europe, and Canada,
a stepping stone to her current position as vice president
for new products and business development. In this job
she is responsible for over-all strategy for the Gillette
personal care group. Her responsibility extends to
developing the new products, programs, and technologies
to meet the company’s goals.
On her way to the top Lawrence has seen a dramatic
change in the status of women in the business world. At
college she was the only woman in the business program.
Now over 50% of the school is women. At Xerox she was
one of only 40 women in that company’s massive salesforce.
Now over 40% of Xerox’s salespeople are women. In
January of this year she became the first female vice
president of Gillette; since then the company has appointed
its second woman V.P.
But although Lawrence has a long list of firsts to her
credits, she does not consider herself to be a pioneer.
“I’m not a cause person,” she says. “I’ve done what
I’ve done because I love it. Yes, I believe strongly in
equality, and I know there is discrimination. I don’t
want to belittle the problem. But I can only speak to my
experience. Generally I’ve been treated fairly. Oh, there
were some 60-year-old executives who were a bit
patronizing—who treated me a bit like their daughter.
But I was able to deal with that. I just tried to work with
the situation. I’m not the kind of person who gets my
back up over that sort of thing.”
She also says that while things have greatly improved
for women, women in turn have had a positive impact
on the business world.
“Women make corporations more caring—more
SPRING, 1988
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human,” Lawrence says. “They have an easier time
getting their feelings out. And they try to work towards
a win/win situation. Corporations are better under that
type of approach.”

er job requires long days and world-wide travel,

H

Sandra Bartolini Lawrence ’71
Personal
Born November 29, 1949
Parents: John Bartolini, businessman, and Rosemary
Bartolini, antique dealer
Home Town: Morristown, New Jersey
Husband: Peter Lawrence, management consultant
Children: Alexis, 5 and Stephanie 3
Current Residence: Back Bay, Boston

Education
Morristown High School, 1967
University of Maine, B.A. Business, 1971
(campus activities: Pi Phi, All Maine Women, president
of Somerset Dorm)
Northeastern University, M.B.A., 1973

Employment
Researcher, State Street Bank, Boston
Sales Representative, Xerox Corporation, Boston
Assistant Production Manager, Gillette Company, Boston
Production Manager, Gillette, Boston
European Marketing Manager, Gillette, London
Director of New Ventures, Gillette, Boston
Vice President for New Products and Business
Development, Gillette, Boston

Free Time
Skiing and boating when possible, but primarily spending
time with her children
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but Sandra Lawrence, who has a husband and
two young children, is very much a family person. And
although juggling a high-powered career and home life
is not easy, she says unequivocally that her family is her
top priority.
“I don’t put my career ahead of my family,” she says.
“I’ve already crossed the bridge about what I would do if
my family needed my time, and because I have, I don’t
spend a lot of time worrying about it. I’m not a torn
mother who says, ‘I can’t believe I’m here at work while
my kids are at home.’ I think the kids of those type of
mothers are the worst off.”
There are two factors that help give Lawrence that
kind of peace of mind: a supportive husband and a very
responsible “live-in” who helps take care of the kids.
“Both my husband and I have demanding careers,
and the only way our life would work is with a live-in,”
says Lawrence. “For us it was a perfect solution. Of
course when we first decided to trv it, mv friends said,
€oh do you think you'll like having someone live in your
house?’ I told them I’d let them know. Well, it took me
about 8 seconds to get used to the idea.”
Now she tells her husband that she would like to have
more live-ins in the house. “I could definitely enjoy
being a Victorian person with a gigantic staff of people,”
she admits.
Because of the long hours on the job, most of her free
time is given to the children. It means there isn’t much
time for other things.
“Sometimes I would just like to go home and lay
down and read a book,” she says. “But your children are
there for love, not for ornaments. I love my children. I’ve
never visualized my life without kids. I’d like to have
even more. And I believe it is the quality of time not the
quantity of time that is important. I don’t feel I have to
be there all the time— it helps instill some independence
in my children.”
When there is free time, the Lawrences usually engage
in outdoor activities as a family. In the winter that
means ski trips to Sugarloaf. In the summer, a relaxing
weekend at their summer home in Wood’s Hole on
Cape Cod.
Financial success, an exciting executive position with
international travel, a supportive husband, two happy
children, a place in Back Bay with live-in help, a summer
retreat on the Cape—what possible goal could be left for
Sandra Lawrence? Surprisingly, it is not moving further
up the corporate ladder to become company president
or chief executive officer.
“I want to become financially independent and retire
young,” she responds. “1 want to take up all those
hobbies that I haven’t had time for.”
There’s little doubt that Lawrence’s wish will come
true. She is one Maine graduate who always seems to
achieve her goals.
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Kids? Or both?
Married Maine alumnae
are making very independent
choices that fit their goals and values
20 MAINE

M

arried women working outside the home.

It’s a trend that is here to stay, but one that
is not without its share of challenges. For
the working woman there is the balancing act of family
and career. For society there is the challenge of adjusting
to a new reality —a reality that recognizes the value and
the needs of women in the workplace.
The University of Maine alumnae we talked to are
facing these challenges in a variety of ways. As college
graduates, they feel trained, and perhaps more importantly,
motivated to establish themselves in careers after school.
Marriages added depth and complication to their lives,
but they all felt able to balance their relationship at
home with their careers. The real challenge for some
occurred when they had children. Devoted professionals
had to adjust their sights: could day care meet the needs
of the children and their parents, or would the parents’
values dictate that one of them give up work to stay
home?
There are as many solutions to this modern day dilem
ma as there are individuals involved. This article is
about the choices married women are making regarding
careers, lifestyle and family. It is not about the problems
of single parents, or about women whose choices are
limited because of the job market or economic necessity.
That is another important story, and one we hope to
cover in the future.
Meredith Strang Burgess ’78 is owner and president
of Burgess, Brewer, Stanyon & Payne, Inc., an advertis
ing, marketing, and public relations firm she started in
Portland last year. A self-described entrepreneur, she
majored in natural resources management and minored
in soil science at Maine. After college, she worked for
McDonald’s Corporation (“a fantastic place to learn") in
Massachusetts and Arnold & Co., the Boston-based
advertising agency, in its Portland office before going
out on her own. She is married to Jim Burgess ’77, a
CPA also working in Southern Maine. They have two
sons, ages 3 and 5.
The Burgess boys go to a family day care (child care
that is in someone’s home) facility in their neighborhood
in time for breakfast, where they stay until their father
picks them up at 5:00 pm. “I do mornings, he does
evenings," Meredith Burgess says. She is usually home
to visit with the children before putting them to bed.
The cycle starts again the next working day, when Jim is
out of the house by 6:00 am, and she says goodbye to the
boys. Jim does all the cooking in the family, and has, says
Burgess, “since day one" of their marriage. Other domestic
responsibilities are equally shared, and they strive to
reserve weekends for family time.
“I have the most wonderful child care situation, with
the most wonderful lady to care for my kids," she says. “I
could not do it without her; I could not work without
this peace of mind. I think I have my priorities screwed
up —work comes first sometimes. Guilt is something
you have to deal with, and I deal with it, but I have less
of it than perhaps others do.
“Day care for me provides superior care: it’s hard
work, and I don’t know anything about kids. I’m a
classic. I want it all, and people who are achievers are
going to figure this stuff out (working and having a
family). We will find situations we can be happy with."

Meredith Strang Burgess ’78 gets her two sons off to daycare
before heading off to work. “I do mornings, he does evenings,”
she says.

Burgess feels strongly that women who decide to
pursue careers should not look to society to take care of
their children.
“I don’t understand the attitude of some women who
on the one hand claim to have made a similar dual career
decision, and push for career advancement and equal
rights," says Burgess. “ But then on the issue of child care
turn the tides and expect that child care be arranged for
them by their employer or government."

A

different situation is represented by a graduate

who chose to stay home after having children.
Andrea Hayes Lott ’69, a high school English teacher for
ten years before the birth of her first child, felt she “had
worked" and that she wouldn’t be able to do both —
teach and mother—well. “I couldn’t have maintained
the standards that I require of myself in the classroom
after having the baby. Even if I had had child care I
could feel good about —relatives, for instance—which I
didn’t have, too much time was needed for working on
my teaching job at home." She worked up until two
weeks before the birth of Samantha, now 7.
Their second child, Benjamin, is now 4, and the Lots
have moved from New Hampshire to Southern Maine.
Lott feels staying home is a first choice about which she
has no ambivalence. “My husband, Bill, is very supportive.
If there had been pressure from him to work, my feelings
would be different.” The Lotts’ community also provides
more support for their livestyle. Many opportunities
exist for mothers and children to share their time in
playgroups, and there are dance lessons, reading, and
trips to the library.
“I’m very happy,” says Lott. “I never imagined I
could be this happy not pursuing my ambitions. Pressure
had been brought to bear by the women’s movement, as
if staying home is a negative thing. I think it’s very
important to be the one who is here for the children, and
who decides the values.
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Norinne Hilchey Daly retired early from an executive position in New York city to return to Maine. She now spends a good
deal of time around Alfond Arena in her role as president of Friends of Maine Hockey.

“My values are really people-oriented and I was
becoming singularly thing-oriented. I didn’t like it.”
“I’ve been very thankful that I’ve had a choice. I
think people who have to handle both a career and a
family are miraculous.”
Another educator who feels she made the right choice
in giving up a career to stay at home with her children is
JoAnne Unnold Wells 71 of South Portland. From
Maine Wells went on to receive an M.S. degree from
Smith College, and then began a rewarding career in
deaf education. But after her first child was born she
decided to give up her job at Baxter State School for the
Deaf. (She still does some consulting work in deaf education
for the Falmouth Schools.)
“What made me feel good was that I could make that
decision,” Wells says. “And it was entirely my decision.”
The decision was not an easy one, however. Wells says
that it was hard in the beginning, because many of her
peers and professional friends did not understand how
she could leave her career.
“I felt a lot of resentment from people I knew,” she
says. “And after my first child was born, I just did not
know many other mothers who were staying home with
their children, so I felt somewhat isolated.”
But as with Lott, Wells was strongly supported in her
decision by her husband, and eventually she developed
friendships with other mothers who had made decisions
similar to hers.
Wells now has three children, ages 5, 7, and 10, and
she has no regrets about her decision to be a full-time
mother.
“I could not visualize myself having my kids brought
up in someone else’s home,” she says. “Some people can
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handle it well —day care, kids, and career—but I didn’t
think day care was the way to raise children. I think
either the husband or wife should be home with the
children. Of course we are lucky that we can afford this
option.
“I have seen my children grow, and I've been able to
give them the encouragement and enrichment they
needed. My children have values, and that makes it all
worthwhile.”
n contrast, Eleanor Baker 75 felt free to make the

I

choice of pursuing a career over having children.
She is currently a partner in the Portland office of the
Big Eight accounting firm of Peat, Marwick, Main, a
promotion she earned last July. Baker is a Phi Beta
Kappa graduate of Maine, a graduate of the University
of Southern Maine School of Law, and holds an advanced
degree in taxation law from Boston University. She is
married to a corporate finance officer.
“Personally, I think accounting is a good field for
women,” says Baker. “I’ve never felt any discrimination
against me because I am female, and I think we’re good
at the tasks required in the industry.”
Moving up the power ladder hasn’t changed her
approach to her career. She has always needed to spend a
lot of time on her work, so her husband is used to normal
50-hour weeks that expand to 65 hours at tax time.
“He’s self-sufficient,” she says. “We have equal chores at
home, and feel very much the same about the amount of
family time we need.”
—s
V

And children were something she decided about years
ago. “I was working here at Peat, Marwick, and I made
the deliberate choice not to have children. I felt I couldn’t
do both things—have a career and have children, so I
just determined which I would do.
“I’ve always been a five- or ten-year plan person.
Right now I’m at a crossroads in my career, because I
have achieved the major goal of becoming a partner. I
can’t say with any certainty what I will do next. Career
growth is very important to me.”

QU.UM.i.

feel

made of them from their careers are not worth the
price, and so choose to leave and radically change their
lifestyle, not for children, or necessarily for family, but
for themselves.
“There got to be a sameness to it, where it became
harder and harder to go to work in the morning,” says
Norinne Hilchey Daly ’59 of her position as president
and editor-in-chief of the school division at Harcourt
Brace Jovanovich of New York City. “Maybe it was
because I was a Mainer that I was attracted to Manhattan
as long as I was— I was at HBJ 14 years—but Maine was
also what I ultimately came back to.”
A high-pressure, high-responsibility job with many
employees under her authority and 100,000 to 150,000
of air miles travel required annually, the school division
produced textbooks for kindergarten through twelfth
grade. “It was a slow decision to leave, one that took me
a couple of years to make,” says Daly. “Many things
were very attractive — it was exciting there, I had control
over a lot of things including my time and activities, the
perks and salary were generous, and the expense account
was unlimited. But the glamour and excitement wore
off, as if it were a glossy veneer.”
She got the feeling that life should be deeper and
more meaningful than what she was experiencing. “What
was getting ahead, anyway? Was it really so profoundly
satisfying to achieve a significant increase in pay and a
BMW? I didn’t think so. My values are really peopleoriented and I was becoming singularly thing-oriented.
I didn’t like it.”
Trained with a degree in sociology from Maine and an
Ed.D. in educational psychology from the University of
Georgia, Daly knew that her job could have a positive
impact on teaching. The highquality teaching materials
that her company provided gave her some satisfaction.
But it was a highly competitive field.
For her first eight years at HBJ, Daly was married
and helping to raise two stepchildren. Living in suburbia
was comfortable and freed them from inner city stresses,
but added three hours of commuting onto an already
extended day. “I don’t feel that I was under more pressure
at work because I was a woman. The pressure on
relationships was tremendous, whether both partners
were executives in the same company as we were, or if
the woman was staying home. We all had trouble with
common ground and common goals, and divorce was
endemic in our circles. The best thing that ever happened
to me was the adoption of my son, but the suburban
lifestyle was something I also chose to leave behind.”
In 1981, at the age of 43, Nonni Daly retired. She
stayed in the greater New York area for two more years,
consulting. With her decision to return to Maine in

Eleanor Baker ’75 made a deliberate decision not to have children
to devote herself more completely to her career.

1983, remarried and recharged, “I was choosing me as
opposed to that which was expected of me,” she says.
Nancy Bobrow ’71 has also made quality of life a
priority. Bobrow is an executive with New York Telephone
in Syracuse. In order for her to advance further up the
corporate ladder, she would have to move near the
company’s headquarters in New York City. But she has
made the decision not to pursue that route.
“I enjoy my current job,” Bobrow says. “And I like
the life we have here. My husband has his own business
and is able to help out a great deal with our child. I’m a
ski instructor on weekends, and I’m involved in local
politics.”
Bobrow says she is interested in new career challenges,
but not necessarily ones that involve promotion. Her
thinking is still somewhat unconventional in the corporate
world, but she says more and more companies are accepting
the idea that you can be a good contributing employee,
and still turn down a promotion.
“There is more acceptance of it now,” she says. “I have
co-workers, men and women, who have refused promo
tions, and even taken downgrades rather than move to
places where they don’t want to be.
“You have to look at more than just a career—you also
have to consider lifestyle and quality of life. It’s a lot of
work, juggling a career and family and all the other
things in your life. But all these things are important.
You can’t do one at the expense of the other.”
And so whether it is leaving a career to stay home with
the children, or deciding to forego having children in
order to pursue career goals, Maine alumnae seem to be
handling outside pressures and are confidently making
choices which are right for them. To be sure those
choices are very different, but in the end, perhaps it is
that freedom of choice more than any particular pro
fessional or personal achievement that is most important.
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Nature’s Hidden Health Hazard
UM researchers helped alert the world to the serious
health threat of radon. Now they are taking the
lead in finding solutions to the problem.
by Jim Frick

W

hen we think of environmental problems,

we generally think of problems caused by
humans. Smokestacks coughing sulphur into
the sky, massive oilslicks tainting our waters, insidious
hydrocarbons depleting the ozone, unchecked growth
destroying the habitat of our flora and fauna. Nature is
pure, it’s people who create the hazards. Right?
Well, not quite. There is now growing awareness
around the world that nature is not as pure and innocent
as we might want to believe. As disconcerting as the
news may be, it is now clear that in addition to cigarettes
and saccharine, nature itself may be hazardous to your
health.
The substance that is of the most concern is radon —
that colorless, odorless product of the decay of uranium,
that occurs naturally in soils. Radon seeps up through
the ground in a journey toward the earth’s surface. It can
enter a home in several ways: through porous foundations,
through cracks in the basement, or by dissolving itself in
ground water and getting pumped into a house from a
well. If radon is present in well water, it can get released
every time a shower is run, a bath is drawn, or a toilet is
flushed.
Radon itself is chemically inert and has a short life.
But the progeny produced during its spontaneous decay
are light, fast-moving, and radioactive. They can attach
themselves to household dust and smoke particles which
eventually are inhaled and lodged in our lungs. It is now
generally accepted that long periods of exposure to these
“alpha particles” by lung tissue can cause cancer. In fact
new data by the National Academy of Science estimates
that radon may cause as many as 13,000 lung cancer
deaths each year in the United States.
Until recently, the dangers of radon raised little more
than a yawn in most parts of the country. But at the
University of Maine, researchers have been working on
the problem for two decades. And the man who has
played the most prominent role in that research is physics
professor Charles T. Hess.
Hess didn’t start out with an interest in radon. In fact
he got involved in the research quite by accident. He
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had come to the university as a nuclear physicist, and
was interested in getting his students involved in a Maine
issue. He decided to look for evidence of radioactivity
around the Maine Yankee nuclear reactor.
The professor and his students found some high levels
of radiation all right, but it wasn’t from Maine Yankee.
It was naturally occuring radon in groundwater. Hess
had heard of large amounts of radon being discovered in
water in Southern Maine, and he became interested in
whether or not there was a link between the two areas.
To find out, he called upon two of his colleagues at the
university, Stephen Norton, professor of geology, and
Willem F. Brutsaert, professor of civil engineering.
Norton and Brusaert were asked to determine whether
the presence of radon in water was controlled by geology
or hydrology. The results of their study clearly indicated
that levels of radon in a particular area were largely
determined by the presence of certain types of rock
formations, especially granite. From this information,
university scientists were able to predict which areas of
Maine were likely to have the biggest radon problems.
The health risks of radon were looked at by UM
associate professor Anne Hess. She studied radon levels
in 16 Maine counties. Those levels correlated significantly
with rates of lung cancer and reproductive cancer in
males.
“This was a bombshell,” says Charles Hess. “All of a
sudden there was great interest in radon and what we
were doing. Within a short time after showing that
radon was a carcinogen, we had a meeting with the
Center for Disease Control.”
Hess felt he needed to become better informed on the
medical aspects of radon, and so took a year’s sabbatical
to go to the University of Texas School of Public Health
to work with professor Thomas Gesell. When he came
back, he started a two-year project on the water to air
transfer of radon.
As evidence increased that radon from well water was
finding its way into the air of homes, Hess and his
colleagues began to focus on ways of controlling the
problem.
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UM Professor Charles Hess (center) always tries to involve students in his radon research projects at the university.

“If you don’t know about radon now, you will”
the work being done by the university. One of the
people who appeared on that MacNeil/Lehrer segment
was Ron Beard of the University of Maine Cooperative
Extension Service.
Beard became interested in the radon problem when
he attended a seminar in 1983 which assessed the risks
of radon in the state.
“I saw that there was a real risk,” Beard says, “but not
something that we should panic about. Hancock County
is definitely a high risk area, so I thought the extension
service should get involved in the issue.”
With the help of scientists at the university Extension
Service faculty put together a slide show on radon and
began a public education effort in the county. The hope
of
the program is that it will raise concerns and get
y the 1980’s the university was recognized as a
people to test their houses.
“My advice is that every house be tested,” Beard says.
leader in radon studies. Hess was being asked to
speak at conferences around the world, as well as “toThe only way to know if you have a radon problem is to
have your house tested.”
testify in congress. He and his colleagues at UM started
The most common testing device uses an activated
new radon research, including one project that is studying
charcoal canister ($10 to $15). It should be placed in a
100 houses in Maine.
closed basement area for about a week. If the results
The MacNeil/Lehrer NewsHour did a segment on
show radon counts over 4 picocuries per liter, the EPA
the radon problem in which they highlighted some of
Through testing by Brutsaert, it was found that radon
can be removed from well water by aeration. Civil
engineer Jerry Lowry showed that use of granulated
activated charcoal was also an effective method of
controlling radon from wells. Both methods were
developed commercially and became options for use by
homeowners. The average cost for one of these systems is
about $1000.
Homeowners who use public water don’t have to be as
concerned about radon entering their house through
the water supply. Most public water that is drawn from
lakes or ponds contains little radon. When it is no longer
trapped, radon dissipates rapidly from surface water.

B
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How radon can get into your home
soil gas, infiltrates the air of a home through cracks in the basement, open
drains, or dirt spaces.
ground water, enters from a well, gets into air through shower, tap water,
washing machine, etc.
construction materials, basements constructed from granite and other high
grade stone can produce radon.

What you can do about it
Have your house tested.
Fill in any cracks, holes, or crawl spaces in your basement.
If you are getting radon through well water use either an activated carbon
filter, or spray aeration.
Increase ventilation.
Seal any radon producing construction materials.
Install radon diverting technologies such as a “sub-slab suction” device.
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Graphic by Eric Zelz, Bangor Daily News

recommends remedial action and further testing. A
picocurie is one trillionth of a curie, a unit used to
measure radioactivity.
A second testing device, called the alpha track test, is
a bit more expensive ($20 to $50) and needs to be left in
place for about four weeks. Both tests require that the
results be sent to a laboratory for analysis.
If a radon reading is over 200 picocuries per liter,
immediate, corrective action should be taken by the
homeowner.
The E.P.A. estimates that 8-12% of the 62,000,000
homes in the country have radon problems. Up to 20%
of the 300,000 homes in Maine may have potentially
dangerous radon counts.
The good news is that most radon problems are in the
low concentration category, and can be alleviated easily,
at a relatively low cost. Basically these methods fall into
two categories: preventing radon from entering the house
and diluting the radon by increasing ventilation.

lthough early interest centered around radon

A

HOW RADON GETS
INTO HOMES

Ron Beard 72 got the UM Cooperative Extension Service involved
in public education of the radon problem.

entering homes through well water, Beard says
that current concern centers around radon entering
homes from the soil. And although being in an area
where there is a concentration of granite puts your house
at risk, he says he has come across similarly constructed
houses right next to each other where one had a dangerous
radon count and the other a negligible one.
“The first thing to check if you have a radon problem
is for cracks in the basement or open drains,” Beard says.
and politically powered states has given radon awareness
“If you find any fill them in. And if you have a dirt cellar
a great boost, according to Hess.
or crawl space, pour concrete over it.” The EPA reports
“When high levels of radon appeared in the populated
that in many cases sealing cracks and covering dirt
metropolitan areas, national interest in the problem
spaces will reduce radon levels by 50% to 70%.
began to rise,” Hess says. “After that EPA received some
If radon is still a problem after taking these easy,
funding to deal with the problem” (he gives Maine
inexpensive measures, there is a highly successful removal
Senator George Mitchell a lot of credit for that).
method called “sub-slab suction.” Pipes sunk into the
Hess adds that until very recently the EPA was not
basement floor suck radon in from the ground and
interested in the indoor pollution problem.
divert it safely outside the house.
“Indoor air had gone from great interest during the
In addition to cracks and exposed dirt in the basement,
Carter administration to almost zero interest in the
homes that have exposed stone as part of their foundation
Reagan administration,” Hess says.
are also at risk for radon. In these cases ventilation
Perhaps the current administration’s lack of interest
methods are generally recommended.
in radon is a reflection of the apathy in the general
Although the geology of Maine creates a widespread
public. Unlike other pollution problems there is no
problem, radon doesn’t recognize state borders. High
villain to this story. And there is nothing to get our ire
levels of radon have shown up throughout the East
up. No gaseous plume, no belching smoke, no breath
Coast in recent years, particularly in areas of New Jersey
shortening smog, no oily slick. Just an invisible, odorless
and Pennsylvania. The fact that radon awareness has
gas that comes from good old mother nature.
extended out beyond rural Maine to the highly populated
Still, the level of concern is hard to understand when
Hess points out that as a safety issue radon is more risky
than asbestos or air pollution. In fact, the radon-in-air
risk exceeds all others except for smoking.
“If we could prove there was a villain, then the radon
problem would be much easier to solve,” Hess says.
“There is enough information right now to confront the
For smokers, the risks of inhaling radon are about 10
problem. There just isn’t the moral commitment to deal
times greater than for nonsmokers. Nobody is quite sure
with it.”
why, but somehow the decay products of radon interact
But as the radon becomes more national in scope,
with cigarette smoke to cause a health problem greater
Hess thinks the public will wake up to the threat. He
than the two factors independently. In other words,
says that radon is now showing up all over the country
smoking multiplies the risk of radon rather than just
and he wouldn’t be surprised if every state ends up
adding to it.
having a problem. He asserts confidently:
“If you don’t know about radon now, you will.”

“The only way to know if you
have a radon problem is to
have your house tested.”

Radon and Smoking
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ALUMNI NEWSMAKERS
and inviting people to come aboard to
browse and participate in seminars.
Meroff, a former librarian in Lisbon
Falls, has written two books and was the
publicist for the “Logos.” She was busy
writing an account of the accident just
daysafter the rescue.

Scott Marsters ’85
Involved in Impor
tant AIDS Research
University of Maine graduate, Scott

Debbie Meroff 73

Debbie Meroff 73
Rescued from
Sinking Ship off
Chile

Marsters ’85, was a member of a team of
scientists at California’s Genentech Inc.
that cloned a natural protein which
appears to contain the spread of the AIDS
virus in a test tube situation.
The work was reported in the Decem
ber 18 issue of Science, a publication of
the American Association for the Ad
vancement of Science. Marsters was one
of 6 co-authors of the report.
According to Genentech scientists, the
protein CD4 was produced in geneticallyengineered cells and tested with the HIV-1
virus. The results indicated that the
protein contained the growth and spread
of the virus.
But Marsters was quick to point out
that the results do not signal a cure. “All

the results show are that in a test tube we
can bind this protein to the envelope
protein of the HIV-1 virus,” he said. “In
other words we contained the virus, we
did not eliminate it.”
The Genentech report is the first in
this important area of research on AIDS.
There are likely to be many years of
animal and human testing before its
effectiveness on people can be determined.
Marsters received his degree from
Maine in biochemistry and microbiology.
He got interested in Genentech from
another Maine graduate who works there,
Michael Bombara ’84. Marsters informed
us that yet another UM graduate, Diane
Newell ’85 recently joined the California
genetic research company.

Charlene Knox
Farris ’67 Discovers
a Local Hero

C harlene Knox Farris ’67 of Searsport
was the subject of articles in the Maine
Sunday Telegram and other newspapers
for her rediscovery and promotion of
that town’s most important historical
figure, Sam Houston. No, not Sam Hous
ton who defended the Alamo and founded
Texas. But a Sam Houston who Farris

Some might call it a case of life imitating
art. In her 1985 historical novel, Captain,
My Captain, Deborah Meroff ’73 creates
the character, Mary Patten, who sails
around South America’s Cape Horn in
the ship “Neptune’s Car,” and is almost
sunk by gale winds and high seas.
On January 4,1988, Meroff was actually
rescued from a sinking ship, the “Logos,”
off the coast of Chile, near where her
fictional ship almost went down.
Meroff and 140 other passengers aboard
the “Logos” were told to abandon the
ship when it struck a rock and was split
in two. She found herself floating in a
lifeboat in a stormy sea until 5 A.M. the
next morning when the Chilean Navy
came to the rescue. The passengers were
all unharmed physically, but were badly
shaken from the experience.
Meroff was aboard the “Logos” as a
missionary for Operation Mobilization,
based in Peach Tree, Georgia. The ship
travelled from port to port, anchoring
28 MAINE

Scott Marsters ’85

believes is no less important than his
more famous namesake and distant cousin.
“To me our Sam Houston is just as
important,” Farris says. “He should be
just as famous, and he will be some day.”
Houston served as the personal body
guard of George Washington for over
three years. He was with the great general
at Valley Forge and when Washington
crossed the Delaware.
Farris, a history teacher at Searsport
Elementary School, got interested in
Houston when she started to compile a
written history of her town. She ended
up with a published book, Searsport's
Sam Houston, the profits from which she
is donating toward the purchase of an
antique trunk full of Houston’s letters
and memorabilia.
For her efforts to make history come
alive for her students, Farris was named
the 1987 Maine State Outstanding
Teacher of History.
Charlene Knox Farris ’67

Peter Madigan ’81
Named Deputy
Assistant Secretary
at the Treasury
Department

still follows the Maine team. He was
especially disappointed when the Bears
lost in the semi-final round of the NCAA
final four in Lake Placid because he had
already started to inquire in some high
places about bringing a Maine champion
ship team to Washington for a ceremony
at the White House.

There is a nice parallel between Uni-'

Billy Swift Returns
to the Mariners

versity of Maine hockey and Peter Mad
igan ’81, the man who used to broadcast
those early Black Bear games on WMEB.
Both arrived on campus the same year.
And both Madigan and the hockey
program have gone a very long way in a
very short time.
On January 11, 1988, Secretary of the
Treasury James A. Baker III announced
Madigan’s appointment to the new posi
tion of deputy assistant secretary of the
treasury for legislative affairs. In his job,
Madigan serves as lobbyist for the secre
tary of the treasury in congress on financial
issues.
Before starting his new job, Madigan
was a special assistant to the assistant
secretary of the treasury for legislative
affairs. From 1984 to 1985 he was the
legislative director of the National Associ
ation of Realtors. From 1983 to 1985 he
served in the Reagan administration in a
number of administrative posts, including
legislative assistant to the director of the
Office of Management and Budget under
David Stockman.
Before he joined the Reagan team,
Madigan worked as floor assistant to

Former University of Maine baseball

Peter Madigan ’81

former Maine congressman, David F.
Emery. He got started in politics when
he was awarded the Washington Intern
ship by the political science department
in 1980.
At Maine, Madigan was president of
the rugby club and a member of Beta
Theta Pi fraternity. He was also sports
director of WMEB and the original voice
of Black Bear Hockey. Although Madigan
now makes his home in Washington, he

great Billy Swift has recovered from elbow
surgery, and is back pitching for the
American League Seattle Mariners. Swift
won a big game in the opening week of
the season, pitching 6/2 innings of fivehit baseball against the Oakland A’s.
After spending most of last year on the
disabled list, Swift was expected to be
sent to the triple A farm team of the
Mariners. But he pitched extremely well
in spring training (a 2.70 earned run
average), and made it as Seattle’s long
reliever and fifth starter.
“I was actually negative about my
chances,” Swift told the Bangor Daily
News. “They (the Mariners) told me it
didn’t look good, but said if I pitched
well the fifth spot would be open. I told
myself to pitch my best and just see what
happens.”
Swift said he is ready for a good year.
“In the past I thought too much instead
of just throwing my pitches,” he said.
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LETTERS
Remote — Secluded

Alumni respond to
“Being Black at
Maine”
Congratulations on an especially in-

Bullington, ME. 04417

Vacationing
for the Outdoorsman
and Family

teresting and well-written issue (Winter
1988) and on addressing the problems of
black students (and professors) at UM. I
can’t remember ever seeing a black student
or professor during my four years on
campus (1972-1977), and I always won
dered why that was.
I agree the university should encourage
many more black students (and how about
Hispanic as well?) to consider studying
at UM. It’s about time!
Amy Sprecher Bly ’77
New Milford, NJ

"Revisit Maine In Every Sense"

TELEPHONE: 207-732-4771
One hour north of the Campus
your hosts: Chris and Pete Norris '68
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With a great deal of interest and a
stronger sense of deja vu, I recently read
Ms. Baker’s article “Being Black at
Maine,” in the Winter 1988 issue of Maine.
In 1969, I was a freshman at the
University of Maine at Orono. As things
developed, there were at most, sixteen
American Blacks on the Orono campus.
Upon arriving, I recall reading a Bangor
Daily News which carried in bold print
across the front page a headline which
read, “Blacks Invade Campus.” Hopefully,
Maine has progressed since then.
As an older student who had travelled
the country a bit, my interactional skills
enabled me to handle foreign environs
more so than other Blacks. Still, it was
very obvious to this urban native that
students were attracted to a rural institu
tion of higher learning and dropped there
without appropriate support. Faculty
were as poorly prepared for these “new”
students as were the more traditional,
New England students. I realize that at
that time the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare placed pressure
on the university to bring Blacks to
campus, however, that does not excuse
professionals from providing necessary
orientation and/or support services to
faculty, staff, and students for optimal
success in bringing “strangers” to Maine.
It wasn’t long before legislators raised
questions about putting money into
outsiders versus spending on one’s own.
Of course, Maine cannot afford to be so
provincial, however, the legislature raised
a good and, perhaps, political question.
Onward was developed shortly thereafter,
Mr. Herlihy seemed to understand our

plight. He “adopted” those of us who
were willing.
As for me, I profited from experiences
as a resident assistant, head resident, and
tutor-counselor (Onward). These experi
ences and talks with persons such as Mr.
Herlihy and Mr. Mitchell (Associate Dean
of Student Services for Indian Programs
and Minority Services) influenced me to
remain and earn an M.Ed. in student
personnel services. Yes, I agree with many
of the points made in the article. We’re
not far away from the time when oursociety will virtually demand that its
populace be prepared to manage diversity
of all kinds. Being different can be as
minimal as a lisp or as drastic as a major
disability. Some differences such as skin
color and culture must be managed
tactfully and thoughtfully. When Blacks
at Maine have the perceptions today that
I felt as my own nearly 20 years ago,
progress has not occurred. I’d like to
know Maine as a place where urban
students whatever their race or culture,
could “smooth out” rough edges and
eventually become societal contributors
because of their experience. Having read
what I did, I could not speak of the
university to prospective students as a
progressive place to hone their inter
personal skills. I hope the university
decides to take some [proactive], pro
gressive steps in regard to cultivating a
multi cultural environment on campus.
Action of the aforementioned type will
certainly encourage me to become an
active ambassador in minority student
recruitment.
Richard S. Greene III
M.Ed. 75
Knoxville, TN
i

Regarding the article “Being Black at
Maine,” I have a couple of comments to
make.
1) What President Lick should remem
ber is that University of Maine is a state
college for Maine citizens and not an
international University.
2) It seems to me that UMaine wants
to excel in big school athletics and needs
the black athlete to accomplish the goal.
To help them to adjust, recruit more or
whatever, the administration wants a
higher percentage of blacks here. I have
no objection to that if in fact UMaine
wants to buy an athlete. I believe UMaine
is using the black athlete to achieve its
big time sports goal.
3) I believe Esther Rauch is not current
on her Maine history, or I was lied to
growing up in Maine. Maine was part of
the underground railroad. She also stated
that students in Maine should not live in

Stay on the Coast of Maine

THE SEASIDE

4

; isolation from the rest of the world. What’s
wrong with that? If we don’t want the
isolation we are free to move away. It is
the same for students who are born and
live in New York City all their life. Aren’t
they in fact isolated from the rest of the
world?
I thought the article was excellent and
certainly brought up a subject that should
be discussed. I did get the impression of
some racial bias from some of those
interviewed. Unfortunately, it was white
racial bias.
I might conclude with my personal
views and that is mankind has, is and
always will be prejudiced whether it be
against Jews, French, Lebanese, Indian,
black, Oriental, etc. We must attempt to
break down these barriers, but we don’t
do it criticizing or putting down those
who happen to be around us.
Normand Roy
Waterville, ME

Oceanfront 22 unit bed and breakfast on 20 acres with private beach.
Open year round-Off-season rates, breakfast included.
THE SEASIDE MOTOR INN

Gooch’s Beach
Box 631M (207)967-4461
Kennebunkport, ME 04046

Sandy (Willis) ’65 & Mike Severance ’65
Family Innkeepers for Travelers Since 1667

MAINE STATE BUILDERS, INC.
245 WARREN AVENUE, PORTLAND, MAINE 04103
(207) 773-5504
%

Providing comprehensive construction services
to the southern Maine area for over thirty-five years.

JVly
sister (Beryl Warner Williams)
and I (H. Althea Warner Mandel) are
the second and third African American
graduates of the University of Maine.
I firmly believe a university should
act as a stimuli in the pursuit of life goals.
The students in turn leave a lasting impact
on the university. Alumni carry their
impressions nationally and internation
ally— The graduates’ measurement of
worth should not be confined to athletic
prowess or finances.
I was born in Bangor, Maine, and
received my primary and secondary
education in the local schools. Most
certainly I experienced racism more overt
than subtle. Somehow I hoped attending
the University of Maine, meeting students
from different parts of the country as
well as Maine, might mean a broader
perspective—less racism.
At the time I attended the University
of Maine, I was the only African American
student and overt racism was the order
of the day. It was most difficult to be
confronted with attitudes of students and
doubly with the faculty. The matter of
social exchange was of no primary im
portance. Very little existed in Bangor. I
spent many hours with the Dean. Imagine
being in a class where the majority of
students had never been in contact with
a black person —listening to a lecture(s)
that discussed the inferiority of African
Americans intellectually and morally or
being told by psychologists that your
intellectual capacity was not up to the
standards of the university.
My major was what is now called Early
Childhood Education. It was combined

Bill Skoolicas, class of 1980
President
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with Family Life Education, since EC
Education was not considered a strong
major at the time. Think of the racism I
encountered in the classes. When you
realize that the faculty and the students
were affecting the lives of children and
their families in this their just learning
experience out-side one’s house —it was
mind shattering!
I was unable to participate in the field
experience observation and student teach
ing. This was the requirement in lieu of
a teacher’s state certificate. The reason —
African American excluded. The uni
versity advised the following: Change
my major or attend another university.
I searched for a college where faculty
members were recognized research spe
cialists in Early Childhood Education,
sociology and psychology. I then w rote
to the institution stating clearly the
problem that existed at Maine. I discussed
my intent with my department advisor.
I understand mv decision and a request
for the university support in contacting
Bennett College in North Carolina Col
lege was well known with the president
and faculty of UM. Bennett College
accepted me for the third year study.
I spent an intense study year complet
ing requirements in North Carolina in
education, sociology and psychology.
It was a year w'here standards w'ere
extremely high, but one's self-worth wras
never questioned. The ability to find
one’s niche in a racist society and the
historical psychological, sociological and
educational gains of African Americans
were clearly defined. The faculty and
students at the college could not under
stand that racism existed in a state in the
extreme north. I felt as though I was in
another w'orld. The realities of the world
w'ere a part of the relevance in the
curriculum, but the overt/subtle racism
did not exist —it would be waiting for
me my senior year, back at Maine.
My last year at Maine, I viewed fellow
students and faculty writh a new' perspec
tive. Although the racial attitudes re
mained, I had an intensive study year
that refuted Maine’s assessment of my
academic focus.
In 1985, on a return visit to West
Africa, my husband and I spent ten days
in Senegal and The Gambia. I had read
in the Alumnus of two Gambian Nationals
who had completed studies at the Uni
versity of Maine. We met Mr. and Mrs.
Njie. Mrs. Naddie Njie is Senior Bank
Examiner for the National Bank of Gam
bia, and her husband, president of the
Country’s Teacher’s College. Both had
formidable positions with their country’s
government in its rapid development.
How much we enjoyed the comradery,
but we were saddened as they spoke of
blatant racism at Maine. African nationals

studying in the U.S. are accustomed to
small African American enrollment, but
ridicule in relation to intellectual morals
from faculty and students was most dif
ficult for them to understand!
The research in sciences and tech
nologies at the university is well known
by several West African countries. How
ever, knowledge of racist attitudes that
challenge academic abilities is a growing
concern. After all, out-standing intel
lectual abilities and moral standards are
not unusual for Africans!
It is a tragedy that of the 39 African
American students on the campus, 26
are on athletic scholarship. This says to
others; your interest is primarily of use!
The students interviewed, expressed the
same attitudes of over 50 years.
I am certain that those reading these
comments will hasten to defend the
university. I would hope the students
that were interviewed are not the butt of
harrassment. We as a group state a
problem candidly and the positive results,
if any, are hard earned.
I hesitated to respond to this article
for I wondered if after 50 years or more
the university would ever address itself
to the problem created by the majority
of students and faculty. While you may
say Maine is a state with a small African
American population, remember your
alumni are known nationally and inter
nationally. Globally, this inability to get
along with one another is a part of deep
seated problems today.
My husband and I have an on-going
twenty year living and learning experience
on the African continent. We have spent
extensive time in over twenty countries
and for nearly ten years, Kenya, East
Africa was our home. When we returned
a few years ago, we experienced a true
cultural shock, and each time we return
from a visit to our second home, we are
saddened. The impact we have tried to
make upon the problem is so miniscule.
H. Althea Warner Mandel ’40
Shaker Heights, OH
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A thank you to
Coach Winkin
l\4y congratulations to you on the ex-

cellent book review—Black Bear Baseball:
Orono to Omaha. Coach John Winkin has
brought national prominence to UM with
his devotion to young men and his love
of baseball.
My son Ted ’87 played for coach
Winkin and left UM with a sense of
maturity and responsibility which has

• Function and Banquet
room facilities
• Just minutes from Downtown
Bangor and the airport
• Swimming pool, in-room
temperature control

Maine Innkeepers
Lodging and Food
Guide
Maine Innkeepers Association
142 Free Street
Portland, ME 04101
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OPENINGS

ME/NH/VT
Keane, Inc , one of the nation's most respect
ed data processing consulting firms, current
ly has many exciting career opportunities in
the northern New England area
Openings exist for programmer/analysts and
analysts with experience in COBOL, C, CICS,
IMS, Datacomm, Ideal, IDMS, VAX/VMS, DB2,
TELON, and FOCUS

If you want technical challenges and the op
portunity to work with top professionals, you
owe it to yourself to examine career options
at Keane. Salaries are competitive and we offer
an outstanding benefits package including
health/dental/life, technical and management
training, tuition reimbursement, vacation con
dominiums and more Send your resume, in

confidence, to David Cassin, Keane, Inc.,
Suite 340, 1 Executive Park Drive, Bedford,
NH 03102; (603) 668-4128.
Other positions are available in: CT, MA, MD,
ME, MN, NH, NJ, NY, IL, PA, Rl

Flaking the

Name_____________________
Addre s s____________________
__________________Zip______

KEANE

difference

An equal opportunity employer
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GOOD VALUE

prepared him for the world of work. We
owe Coach Winkin a genuine thanks for
providing the stimulation to succeed,
not only in my son, but in other young
men who have been part of his program.
John Twomby
Cambridge, MA
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In other words, we’re inexpensive,
but NOT cheap. Starting at just $26.95
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• color TV
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Navy blue V-neck sweater
embroidered with ‘MAINE’ in white

A heavyweight hooded sweatshirt in
solid white with ‘MAINE’ on front in a
2-color print—Columbia blue on Navy
blue.
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As a former faculty member within
the University of Maine’s Department
of Speech (1959-1966) and as the first
Director of Programming for what was
then the State of Maine Educational
Television Network, I write to congratu
late you on the fine job that you do so
regularly with your issues of Maine.
Memories of the past become vivid with
each copy that we receive within our
Colorado home.
My wife (a former Assistant Dean ol
Women at Maine) and I especially enjoyed
reading the Winter 1988 issue, where
you highlighted “Learning Via Satellite’
and “UM Singers Head for Europe.”

That Maine continues to be a leader
with technology' for education pleases.
Special congratulations to the University
of Maine Singers. I remember well the
high musical quality of all the group
members when they sang on the old
“University of Maine and You” television
series that I once produced on WABITV and WAGM-TV.
Keep typ your good work!
/
Robert K. MacLauchhn (Ph.D.)
Professor of Speech
Communication and Director of
Television-Radio Instruction,
Colorado State Unixersity

University of Southern Maine

A Career Opportunity In University Child Development

Centers

A second try at
those Wells Rice
Crispy squares

Numerous position openings for Teacher Assistants will be starting in Jut
1988 at new campus and off campus Child Development Centers in
the greater Portland area.
The university will provide a comprehensive array of child care services,
infants through teens, to area employers.

The recipe for the w onderful Rice Krispy
squares left out tw'o ingredients, the most
important of w hich w as a spoon w ith which
to consume the results. As given, the
recipe produces a tasty but very crumbly
mess. Anyway, it gave us considerable
laughter!
Stanley D. Henderson ’35

(We apologize for the mistake. Here is
the corrected recipe.)

RICE KRISPY SQUARES
!4 cup
1 Pkg6 cups

margarine or butter
regular marshmallows,
OR 4 cups miniature
marshmallows
Rice Krispies

Melt the margarine or butter in a large
saucepan. Add marshmallows (a standard
jar of peanut butter or package of butter
scotch drops or a combination of both
can be substituted for the marshmallows)
and allow them to melt. Stir in cereal
and remove from heat. Spread in sheet
pan and allow to set. Makes 24 servings.

Letters to the Editor on articles in
Maine or any UM-relatcd topics are
welcome at any time. Letters should
include the writer’s name, address, and
daytime telephone number. Send to :
Letters to the Editor, Maine, Cross
land Alumni Center, Orono, Maine
04469.I setters may be edited for clarity

Applications are being accepted for qualified candidates

‘At least two years of college level courses in Early Childhood Education
or a related field.
‘A minimum of six months experience with young children
in a day care setting.
‘Ability to relate sensitively to children and adults.
‘Prior work experience with infants is welcomed.
‘Inservice training will be recognized.
Salary

$13,124.80 yearly, with a comprehensive benefits package for
full time employees, including tuition waiver.

Contact

Barbara C. Willey, Employment Specialist
Division of Human Resources
7 College Avenue, Gorham, ME 04038
(207) 780-5278

USMIs an EEO/AA Employer

and length.
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SUPPORT THE ATHLETIC SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM
UM ATHLETIC STORE
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i. UNIVERSITY OF MAINE sweatshirt with script M—white. Crew neck—$18.00;
hooded—$24.00. Adult sizes.
I
2. MAINE BLACK BEARS basketball pillow—$15.00. Also available: MAINE
BLACK BEARS football pillow—light blue with navy.
3. UNIVERSITY OF MAINE BLACK BEARS sweatshirt with bear paw—navy or
white. Crew neck—$18.00; hooded—$24.00. Adult sizes.
4. MAINE BLACK BEARS sweatshirt—gray or white. Crew neck—$18.00; hooded—
$24.00. Adult sizes.
5. Teddy Bear T-shirt—pink or light blue. Youth sizes 2, 4 or 6. $5.50.
6. MAINE M sweatshirt with “Maine” and bear paw on sleeve—navy, light blue
or white. Crew neck—$18.00; hooded—$24.00.
7. Script MAINE sweatshirt—navy, gray or white. Crew neck—$18.00; hooded—
$24.00. Adult sizes.

&
8. MAINE HOCKEY sweatshirt—white. Crew neck—$20.00. Adult sizes.
9. MAINE BLACK BEARS v-neck sweater—navy or white. Adult sizes. $25.00.
LO. MAINE football helmet sweatshirt—navy or gray. Crew neck—$18.00; hooded—
$24.00. Adult sizes.
LI. MAINE FOOTBALL winter knit hat. $8.00.
L2. Maine M mittens. $5.00.
L3. MAINE Teddy Bear sweatshirt—white. Crew neck—$18.00; hooded—$24.00.
Adult sizes.
L4. MAINE HOCKEY winter knit hat. $8.00.
L5. Long sleeve ALUMNUS T-shirt—navy. Adult sizes. $11.00.
L6. MAINE BLACK BEARS sportshirt—navy, light blue or white. Adult sizes.
$18.00.
17. “M” hat—Corduroy with adjustable strap. $10.00.
18. Long sleeve MAINE BEAR COUNTRY T-shirt-navy, light blue or white. $11.0f|)
short sleeve—$8.00. Adult sizes.
19. UNIVERSITY OF MAINE BLACK BEARS T-shirt-gray or white. $8.00. Aqf|p
sizes.
20. “M” BASEBALL HAT—“The Real Thing’.’ Specify hat size. $12.00.
21. MAINE BLACK BEARS hat—sturdy canvas with adjustable strap. $10.00j 0
22. MAINE FOOTBALL T-shirt. Also in MAINE BASEBALL, BASKETBALL aM
HOCKEY—navy or white. $8.00. Adult sizes.
23. Long sleeve script MAINE T-shirt—navy or white. $11.00. Adult sizes.
24. “M” hat—Foam backed polyester with mesh back. Adjustable strap. $7.0|l|.;.

Not
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

Pictured
Baseball Book (History of Maine Baseball). $8.95.
Nightshirts w/Maine Teddy Bear design. Adult sizes. $10.00.
License Plates, “We Love our Black Bears'.’ $5.00.
Hockey Pins. $3.00.
Key Rings. $3.00.
Seat Cushion/Lap Tray “Maine Black Bears? $5.00.

- ORDER BLANK - UNIVERSITY OF MAINE ATHLETIC STORE Item #-------------------------------------- How many________ Price________________ Size________

CHECKS PAYABLE TO: University of Maine
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M.C.#------------------------------------------------------------------ Handling
Expiration Date____ ___________________ TOTAI_____

MAIL ORDER BLANK AND PAYMENT TO:
University of Maine Athletic Store
142 Memorial Gymnasium
Orono, Maine 04469
207-581-1051
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PHONE:______________________________

University of Maine Alumni Association
Is Pleased To Present A...

TOUR PREVIEW
Summer Catalog
=1988

=

Featuring

/
/

London

$799

Paris

799

Rome

899

9 day s
from
Departs BOSTON weekly
Stay a 2nd week — add $299

9 days
from $
Departs BOSTON weekly
Stay a 2nd week — add $299

9 days
from $
Departs NEW YORK weekly
Stay a 2nd week — add $299

Ireland

Swiss Bavaria
15 days
from $1499

Italian Mosaic
13 days
from $1759

DELUXE
Departs NEW YORK weekly

DELUXE
Departs NEW YORK weekly

$799

9 days
from
Departs NEW YORK weekly

Also...
Russia to the Caucasus ♦ Greece & Aegean Sea ♦ African Safari
Treasures of China ♦ Scandinavia ♦ Alaskan Cruise
Australia/New Zealand ♦ Hawaii ♦ Magic of the Danube
and much more!

These Exciting
Vacations Include:
• Round trip jet transportation*
• Round trip transfers and baggage
handling at your destination
(except through Customs areas)
• Hotel/cabin accommodations
• A variety of optional tours
available for purchase
• Special vacation features
• AND MUCH MORE!
*except dockside departures

Many departure cities available.

Mail to
University of Maine
Alumni Association
Attn Kathleen Doody
Crossland Alumni Center
Orono, ME 04469
□ Please send me a 1988 Vacation Catalog
which offers exciting travel opportunities
to a variety of destinations
Please send me a FREE color brochure and
a Reservation Form, with no obligation on
my part, on the vacations checked below
□ Treasures of China
□ London
□ Scandinavia
□ British Isles
□ Alaskan Cruise
□ Ireland
□ Australia/
□ Paris
New Zealand
□ Swiss Bavaria
□ Hawaii
□ Rome
□ Italian Mosaic □ Magic of the
Danube
□ African Safari

Name

(Please Print)

Address
City

.Zip____

State

<

)

Home Phone

(____ )
Bus Phone

Mail this coupon today!
For more information and
reservations call toll-free

1-800-262-0123
Group Code 1090FAD/0226

t

All-inclusive pricing per person, based on double occupancy includes tax and services.

University of Maine Alumni Association
University of Maine
Crossland Alumni Center
Orono, Maine 04469

%
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United States Postage Paid
Burlington, Vermont 05401
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Address Correction Requested

MAINE’S
1987-88 Annual Alumni Fund
a tradition of setting goals ...
and breaking them.

I

&
I

Alumni and friends exceeded last year’s campaign goal by 7%, contributing 1.92
million in annual support through the Alumni Association’s Annual Fund - a
record 38% increase over the previous year.

This year our $2.26 million goal will help bring vital funding to our students, faculty
and alumni programming. Annual Fund contributions have had a direct impact at
MAINE for over 28 years.
i

0
I

I

Unrestricted contributions enable the Alumni Association to provide funding for
the arts, academic departments and programs, athletics and alumni association
sponsored programs.

Help light up our University with your annual contribution during our
current Annual Fund campaign which concludes on June 30, 1988.

for more information, contact us:
University of Maine Alumni Association
ANNUAL FUND DIRECTOR
>
Crossland Alumni Center
Orono, Maine 04469-0147
(207) 581-1132

